
HLS & LOGO Saver

Two new modules for Screen Peace
Enclosed in this ZIP file are two new screen saver modules for Anthony 

Andersen's Screen Peace screen saver for Windows 3.0.  These two modules are "HLS
Saver" and "LOGO Saver".  To install these new modules, simply  close Screen Peace, 
then copy the HLS.SPX and LOGO.SPX files into your SPX directory (where 'Saver 
Path' is set to in your WIN.INI under the '[Screen Peace]' header) and, if you want 
predefined LOGOs, the SAVER.INI file into your Windows directory (where WIN.INI is), 
then restart Screen Peace. Screen Peace must be closed and re-run for the changes 
to take effect.

Both savers generate LOGOs when active. While HLS generates various kinds of
the HLS-Logo, the LOGO saver can activate different LOGOs, which you can create, 
change or delete. With the LOGO saver you can create your personal LOGO screen 
saver. The best way to see how this works is to look at the examples in SAVER.INI, 
which can be accessed when activating the LOGO saver via the usual Screen Peace 
listbox,  then selecting the "Edit LOGO" button. A second way to change the LOGOs is
explained below.

The settings of both savers are stored  by default in the  SAVER.INI file. This 
default can be changed by adding one line "INI-File= ..." to the [Screen Peace] section
of your WIN.INI file. The default looks like this:

[Screen Peace] 
...
INI-File=SAVER.INI
...

You can use a file name with full path name, if you want; you can even use WIN.INI, 
but you shouldn´t do so - the performance of your system will decrease!

The current Version of LOGO Saver does not provide a method to disable 
LOGOs, but it is possible to edit the SAVER.INI file to do it. In this file there is a section
named [LOGO Saver], which looks like this:

[LOGO Saver] 
On=y
AutoChg=y
Name=Caterpillar
Name1=Balls
Name2=Bar
Name3=Caterpillar
...
Name15=Wiper
Name16=Worm

Key "Name" identifies the current LOGO, while "Name1", "Name2" , ... identify the 
current set of LOGOs. They must be numbered continuous but need not be ordered! 
To disable a LOGO place a comment mark before the line and change the key of the 
LOGO with the highest number to the one of the commented LOGO. If, for example, 
LOGO Bar was disabled,  the SAVER.INI file would look like this:



[LOGO Saver] 
On=y
AutoChg=y
Name=Caterpillar
Name1=Balls
;Name2=Bar
Name3=Caterpillar
...
Name15=Wiper
Name2=Worm

In the SAVER.INI file,there is also one section for each LOGO. If you prefer, the LOGO 
Lines (named "Line1", "Line2", ...) can be edited here instead of using LOGO Saver´s 
dialog box.

To re-enable a previously disabled LOGO, simply remove the comment mark at 
the beginning of the line, and change the number of the LOGO to current last number
plus 1, for example from ";Name2=Bar" to "Name16=Bar".

The savers are copyrighted by HLS, no commercial use allowed! Although the 
programs were developed and tested very carefully, the author cannot be liable for 
any damage caused by any use of the programs; if you use the programs, it´s your 
own risk!

If you have any problems, questions, bugs or comments, send them to 
hls@lefuefix.rz.rwth-aachen.de!

I can´t guarantee that I will send a reply  in finite time, because I don´t have to much
time at the moment, but if it´s important, your chance of a reply increases!

IMPORTANT: If you like one or both of the new savers and continue to use 
them, don´t forget an appropriate donation - the savers are CharityWare! But don´t 
send money to the author ...
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